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57 points | 21 comments
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sorted by: 

Classwhole launches v2 and goes Open Source  by uho in
UIUC

[–] dylanova  1 point 1 month ago

For the record, I'm not saying that the developers or the
program aren't good. I just think they'd have better luck
with a different name, and I wish them all the best in the
world.
permalink context full comments report give gold

Suburban Express creates new route from campus to Ford
County Courthouse  by dylanova in UIUC

[–] dylanova [S] 45 points 1 month ago*

As an alumnus ('11, MS Journalism) I am so very
thankful and proud of the actions of the students and
others in this subreddit. Especially Murph.
The owner of Suburban Express, a supposed human
being, has been counting on his profits in the mistaken
belief that he could continue to bully what he thought
was a small, powerless group of students that he could
perversely torment online without any consequence to
his bottom line or his corporate legal status with the
State of Illinois.
But we were never as powerless as he mistakenly
assumed. You are all part of a huge Illinois family whose
collective power is unfathomable to his now outdated
concepts of the Internet as it was 15 years ago. He is
incapable of understanding the evolution of something
he cybersquated more than 15 years ago. He was not
born a digital native as you all were, but was never able
to evolve online or learn from his mistakes.
This is just the beginning. I know you are all focused on
graduation right now (this failure of a human being
counts on that every year for his own financial benefit),
like I was at the exact same time. After the storm, don't
forget to pay this forward for all of your fellow students,
especially those who stood up to protect the most basic
of human rights for the international students you have
befriended and all others who who haven't graduated yet
- your relationships with others from your graduating
class, which includes international students, are the
beginning of a global partnership needed to find answers
to the coming challenges that we will all face in the
future.
permalink context full comments report give gold

Cory Doctorow comments on SubEx lawsuit reddit threads on BoingBoing.net! This just went
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international.  by a11en in UIUC
[–] dylanova  3 points 1 month ago

Most people may have already thought of this, and my apologies to those people, but it would also help
if you contacted your U.S. senators, Dick Durbin and Mark Kirk.
permalink context full comments report give gold

Cory Doctorow comments on SubEx lawsuit reddit threads on BoingBoing.net! This just went
international.  by a11en in UIUC

[–] dylanova  2 points 1 month ago

Murph ROCKS!
permalink context full comments report give gold

Suburban Express creates new route from campus to Ford County Courthouse
(self.UIUC)

submitted 1 month ago by dylanova  to UIUC
15 comments share save hide report

Help provide a timeline of account activity by supposed owners of sEX and
"imposters"  (self.UIUC)

submitted 1 month ago by dylanova  to UIUC
18 comments share save hide report

AMA Request: Suburban Express Owner  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] dylanova  4 points 1 month ago

The only problem is anything he says should begin like this: "I am so, so, sorry. I've haven't been able
to behave as an adult on this forum. While I have been successful in the corporate world by ripping
people off and suing them in a venue designed to keep them from representing themselves in a fair
hearing, getting legal assistance from the university and allowing customers to present their side of the
story in a court of law, or accepting the fact that it's possible the court case would not result in my
favor, or accepting that the actions of myself or my employees or circumstances could possibly be less
than perfect, I have been cruel to everyone on this forum and taken delight in tormenting what I
thought was small, powerless group of students. I have been a failure of a human being on this
subreddit and in my business practices. Please forgive me. I understand if you are still mad at me, and
I will change my behavior and not my words.
permalink context full comments report give gold

I think this subreddit should change its name to r/ihateSEx  by brochill27 in UIUC
[–] dylanova  16 points 1 month ago

It's because of the behavior of the owner on this forum. You have to try pretty hard in order to piss
that many people off.
permalink context full comments report give gold

Suburban Express Statement  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] dylanova  3 points 1 month ago

That's just the beginning. You have to change your behavior. You have to do this all while
understanding that the people you harmed aren't going to be all smiley the next time your sad ass
shows up at the door. If anyone did a screen capture of the post (sorry, I forgot) please post it.
permalink context full comments report give gold

Suburban Express Statement  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] dylanova  12 points 1 month ago

Astonishing. If you are actually the owner, you have acted like a fool for days on end. Then you change
your tune, and we're supposed to all collectively say "Aww. He isn't so bad." Winning back people
you've harmed, insulted, and abused repeatedly doesn't just happen in one day. You have to work at
it, and it takes a long time. That type of behavior is also the MO of people that beat their spouses. "Aw,
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baby, I'm so sorry. I'm a changed man. Forgive me?" But the beatings continue the next day.
permalink context full comments report give gold

Suburban Express Statement  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] dylanova  17 points 1 month ago*

He must be feeling the heat, getting calls from newspaper reporters, contacted by the Attorney
General's office, and finally afraid of lost revenue or the the loss and closure of his company. That's the
only reason I can think of an older adult who behaved like an immature child in the past (like
yesterday) suddenly starts acting differently. That type of behavior is typically classified as
manipulation and is also exhibited by those with serious mental health issues or who are amoral.
Remain firm any time someone who has exhibited a myriad of examples of being a failure of a human
being starts to talk nice. That's also how psychopaths behave - and after you fall for it, they're still
happy to metaphorically stab you in the back, eat your entrails and consume their own feces for
dessert - all while talking nice and smiling. It comes from an inability to have empathy for other human
beings - they care only for themselves. Ever seen American Psycho?
I would suggest forming an RSO (it's easy) for the protection of student travelers, and using the
Alumni Association's (guess what? you're all already members) contact list to ask former alums with
similar experiences to contact the Chicago Tribune, the News-Gazette, the Chicago Sun-Times, the
Journal of Higher Education and the Chancellor with their stories. You can also ask them to contact
Suburban Express directly and express their opinions about the service. All of these activities are easy
and don't require much of a time commitment. There are hundreds of thousands of alums who would
be on your side. You are part of the Illinois family, a giant entity, not just a small, powerless group of
students on Reddit - which is what the poster thought you were when he was amusing himself and
taking enjoyment out of tormenting people who just want to pay for a ride from here to there.
permalink context full comments report give gold

BOYCOTT! Suburban Express files 96 lawsuits  by Cookie_Monster_Man in UIUC
[–] dylanova  6 points 1 month ago

http://www.news-gazette.com/contact Contact the Chicago Tribune's Jodi S. Cohen and Jared S.
Hopkins - they cover the UofI: jscohen@tribune.com jahopkins@tribune.com Twitter @jaredshopkins
permalink context full comments report give gold

BOYCOTT! Suburban Express files 96 lawsuits  by Cookie_Monster_Man in UIUC
[–] dylanova  37 points 1 month ago*

I recommend that you contact/email the News-Gazette and the Chicago Tribune, who would both be
interested in this story, especially as there are public records (ie. lawsuits) available. You should ask
them if they can find out how many total lawsuits have been filed by this guy in the past. You could
also contact Lisa Madigan via the State's Attorney General's web site. The more of you who contact the
newspapers and offer to be a source, the more likely they are to do a story. It also wouldn't hurt to
email the Chancellor.
permalink context full comments report give gold

Watch out for scammers  by Honey_Cheese in UIUC
[–] dylanova  6 points 1 month ago

If you see anyone of these guys around an ATM, call the cops. Local laws prevent panhandling within a
certain distance of an ATM.
permalink context full comments report give gold

Watch out for scammers  by Honey_Cheese in UIUC
[–] dylanova  6 points 1 month ago

Please stop giving money to any of the "homeless" on Green Street, and tell your friends not to give
them money, too. You're not helping them - they are not homeless and just spend the money on
drugs/alcohol and have no problem taking advantage of kind-hearted people. Donate instead to a
homeless shelter or food pantries such as the one at Wesley United Methodist Church. They actually
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feed people who are hungry for something other than a fix.
permalink context full comments report give gold

I just made a parody Twitter account for Suburban Express  by suburbexpressparody in UIUC
[–] dylanova  2 points 1 month ago

Sure, the company could sue - anyone who can pay the filing fee can file a lawsuit. But there's no way
he could win, and a judge would likely throw it out at first glance. The Twitter account is clearly labeled
as a parody. Nobody sued "Mayor Rahm Emmanuel" even though most of his posts were filled with
expletives.
permalink context full comments report give gold

DI article on the Suburban Express incident. Non-slanderous and to the point with lots of facts  by
cooluke in UIUC

[–] dylanova  13 points 1 month ago

Anybody who uses their services after this is nuts. I'd never agree to any of those terms. This article
should be plastered everywhere, online and off.
permalink context full comments report give gold

Are there any sound proof rooms on campus I can rent out?  by Kfishster in UIUC
[–] dylanova  3 points 2 months ago

The Media Commons at the Undergraduate Library has installed, or is about to install, a completely
sound-proof room that used to be used for acoustical research. It can reserved at no charge, if it is
installed (last time I was there it wasn't yet, but was to be very soon).
permalink context full comments report give gold

3 Guys looking for ride to Chicago from campus on Friday  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] dylanova  3 points 2 months ago

Two more and you've got a hamburger joint.
permalink context full comments report give gold

Bad luck Witch-King  by DerpingINtheCLUB in lotr
[–] dylanova  1 point 2 months ago

Indeed. That's right. Wish I would have spelled Elven right - Tolkien would hate that!
permalink context full comments report give gold

Bad luck Witch-King  by DerpingINtheCLUB in lotr
[–] dylanova  12 points 2 months ago

Wrong, Merry struck the first blow, to the knee, and he is not a "man" either. His elfin blade broke the
spell - Eowin's finished him.
permalink context full comments report give gold

What is the best place to get cardboard boxes?  by pcflet01 in UIUC
[–] dylanova  3 points 2 months ago

I'd call the County Market on Springfield and ask them if they have any you could take.
permalink context full comments report give gold

The plague of first floor Townsend right now. Woke up to this fucker running across my floor.  by
TheWhiteShadow42 in UIUC

[–] dylanova  4 points 2 months ago

You should send an email to Housing - if enough people complain, they'll respond more swiftly.
permalink context full comments report give gold

chance of a snow day tomorrow?  by rachelswanson119 in UIUC
[–] dylanova  -13 points 2 months ago

10 years ago, and before, when I grew up, this would have been called "Just another day in central
Illinois." When did we become such wimps?
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UIUC has 6450 unique classes (after taking out crosslistings) and 187 departments. To an engineer such
as myself, this is baffling.  by narabhut in UIUC

[–] dylanova  4 points 2 months ago

It's a big place.
permalink context full comments report give gold
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